Information Event for New MA
Students in Photography
3.9.2019

Agenda of the day
- Presentation of the programme staff
- MA degree structure, curriculum & courses
- Photography studio and Printlab, student homebases
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Department of Media
Head of Department: Professor Philip Dean
Fields of study:
Photography (MA)
Visual Communication Design (BA+MA)
Major in New Media (MA)
Major in Sound in New Media (MA)
Major in Game Design and Production (MA)
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Photography
Academic staff:
Prof. Marjaana Kella, Head of Programme
Prof. Harri Laakso, Photography Research
Hanna Weselius, University Lecturer
Heli Rekula, Senior University Lecturer
Niko Luoma, Lecturer

Study coordinator:
Susanna Koistinen
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Degree Structure (120 ECTS)
https://into.aalto.fi/display/enphotm/Advanced+Studies+2018-2020
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Curriculum
Curriculum tells you what studies you need to take.
You should follow the degree requirements of the year you started
your studies!
See the curriculum from the programme pages:
https://into.aalto.fi/display/enphotm/Advanced+Studies+2018-2020
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How to do it?
Personal study planning:
https://into.aalto.fi/display/enphotm/Planning+your+studies
You can start doing your personal plan in SISU.
Academic advisor meetings start in September.
First discussion is to get the process started, you can revise the plan
later.
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Individual study path
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Compulsory studies:
• Photography Theory and
History of Contemporary Photography
• Artistic Work Seminar
• Personal study plan (HOPS)
• UMAD
• Research Skills / Tutkimustaidot
• Writing Artist
• Introduction to Helsinki School

1st year
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Master´s thesis (30
etcs)
The thesis may be a
piece of theoretical,
artistic or applied
research, a work of art
or a combination of
these.

The production
component
may be, for instance,
a work of art, an
exhibition,
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Academic year:
2 periods in autumn
3 periods in spring
One period = 6+1 weeks

Seminar + History & Theory Course on Thursdays

Intensive
week
5.9.2019
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Courses recommended for
the 1st year
Autumn 2019

Period I
6 + 1 weeks
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Artistic work seminar
6 ECTS
DOM-E3038
All academic year
on most of the Thursday afternoons
1.15pm – 5pm
Teacher: Niko Luoma

-

Compulsory Course
Discussions, presentations, visitors & fieldtrips

Photography Theory and History of
Contemporary Photography
9 ECTS (4+ 5 )
DOM-E3039 Autumn 2019 – Spring 2020 (Periods I-V)
Autumn dates: 12.9-5.12.2019 (Spring dates TBA)

Teacher: Harri Laakso (with guest lectures by e.g.
Ari Saarto, Anna-Kaisa Rastenberger and Maija Tammi)
The course explores the history and theory of photography, their central themes and historical roots and the
continuums, which have affected contemporary photography. Students are able to form a general view of history
and theory of photography, their developments concepts and contemporary debates, and see the connections of
theory to practical photography research and their own photographic work.
The course supports MA master thesis work and its cognitive processes. The course aims at good knowledge of
theoretical and historical discourses of photography. In addition there are exercises that develop the student´s
writing skills and use of reference materials, aiming at improved argumentation skills and own thinking.
The lectures are in English, but the written assignments can also be completed in Finnish.

6WS: Experimental studio
6 ECTS
DOM-E3042
Autumn period 1: weeks 37–42
13.9.-18.10.2019
Teachers: Niko Luoma & Christian Jakowleff
- Hands on studio practice course
- Monday, Tuesday & Friday 9.15 – 5pm
- 50/50 Assignment based
Independent work and teaching
G o e x p e r i m e n t a l!

6WS:
Documentary Projects
6 ECTS
DOM-E3042
Autumn period 1 : weeks 37–42 (13.9.–18.10.2019)
In the 6 weeks hands-on workshop, we take different critical perspectives
on documentary photography as a critical practice. We discuss e.g. the
current epistemologies of documentary photography and the intertwining
of documentary with conceptual contemporary art.
All students start and perhaps accomplish a new documentary project during the workshop.
Visitors: Maija Tammi, Sakari Piippo, Kristo Muurimaa, Hannamari Shakya, and Rebecca Simons.

Clinic: Flash
1 ECT
DOM-E3030
Autumn period 1: 24.–25.9.2019
Teacher: Kimmo Räisänen / Responsible Teacher: Hanna Weselius
The 2-day hands-on clinic focuses on advanced flash photography outside the studio environment.
Each student prepares questions concerning their own use of flash. These queries and topics are then
examined and practiced during the individual tutorial sessions. Students should bring their flash with them,
preferably the one they mostly like to work with.
The clinic is recommended but not mandatory to the students in the Documentary Projects workshop.
Students are to prepare questions concerning their use of flash. These queries and topics are then examined and practiced during the individual
tutorial sessions. Students should bring their flash with them, preferably the one they mostly like to work with. Students are to prepare questions

concerning their use of flash. These queries and topics are then examined and practiced during the individual tutorial sessions. Students should bring their flash with them, preferably the
one they mostly like to work with.
Students are to prepare questions concerning their use of flash. These queries and topics are then examined and practiced during the individual tutorial sessions. Students should bring
their flash with them, preferably the one they mostly like to work with.

1WS:Island
2 ECTS
DOM-E3042
Autumn period 1: intensive week 43
21.10.2019 -25.10.2019
Teacher: Ari Saarto, Responsible Teacher: Marjaana Kella

Workshop contains five days (Monday–Friday) of independent work at the Örö Island, which is
part of the Archipelago National Park. At the island you can find a network of bunkers and
tunnels of various sizes. The island has several different biotopes, long shoreline and lots of
woods. After the workshop participants are required to provide in late February an exhibition
into the premises of the Aalto University. Accommodation, transfer and other details: you will
stay at the Örö Art Residency/former 6” battery officer’s house and other old wooden cottages
or barracks.

Courses recommended for
the 1st year
Autumn 2019

Period II
6 + 1 weeks
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Writing Artist

xxxxx

4 ECTS, compulsory course

xxxxx

DOM-E3040
Autumn period 2: weeks 44–46
28.10–15.11.2019
Practical hands-on course on how to write texts that are
needed in artist's working life.
CV, biography, press release, exhibition texts,
grant applications, etc.
Taught by Heli Rekula and Hanna Weselius,
in Finnish and English.

xxxxx

3WS: Seriality as a Method
3 ECTS
DOM-E3042
Autumn period 2: 18.11.2019 -3.12.2019
35 hours contact teaching + independent work
Teacher: Hanna Timonen,
Responsible Teacher: Marjaana Kella
Seriality is so embedded in the photographic expression that as a concept it is almost self evident. Despite
this, it seems to escape any attempts for a definition. What is a photo series, anyway? What is the relevance
of seriality to our current visual culture of digital image flows? Instead as a form, the course approaches
seriality as an artistic method of expression and/or epistemology. The aim is to critically assess the use of
this method as well as to find meaningful tools for artistic practice. This we do through course reading,
lectures, group exercises, discussions and a final work.

Clinic: Black & White Printing
1 ECT
DOM-E3030
Autumn period 2: weeks 47–49
20.11–4.12.2019 : on Wednesdays
Teacher: Katri Lassila / Responsible Teacher: Heli Rekula
The 3-weeks / 3-days hands-on clinic focuses on the basics in analogue BW printing as a laboratory
practice: contact sheets, printing on resin coated and baryte papers.
We will study and experiment on different materials, printing with various film sizes and papers, with
a possibility to focus on the essentials or turn your practice towards experimental explorations.
Course objectives: Ability to work self driven and independent with analogue black and white printing
processes and to understand photographic materiality as artistic expression.

1WS: Introduction to Helsinki
School
2 ECTS
Compulsory course
DOM-E3005
Autumn period 2 09.12.2019 -13.12.2019

Teacher: Timothy Persons
-

Introduction to the Helsinki School is an in depth look into its history, approach and future as an
educational platform

-

Students present their own portfolios based upon their written statements

-

The course provides a detailed look into the whole process of how the international art world
functions and how to prepare for its ever changing platforms, from art fairs to biennales. More

Courses recommended for
the 1st year
Spring 2019

Period III
6 + 1 weeks
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3WS: New platforms for Photography
4 ECTS
DOM-E3042
Spring period 3
07.01.2020 -24.01.2020

Teacher: Niklas Kullström
-

Course themes are artificial intelligence, 3D, virtual reality (VR), augmented reality (AR), big data, online archives,
interactivity and multimediality
In addition we familiarize with FabLab and rapid prototyping tools; 3D-printing, CNC-machines, laser cutting, 3D.
scanning, microprocessors, sensors and programming.
Course structure is based on lectures, conversations, personal meetings, excursions to different places and
personal work
The course is taught by media artist and producer, Niklas Kullström, who focuses in his work on changes and
possibilities brought forth by digitalization

3WS:
Luova kirjoittaminen
(Creative Writing)
4 ECTS
DOM-E3042
Spring period 3 : weeks 2–4 (7.–24.1.2020)
In the 3 weeks hands-on workshop, we read and write different texts from poems to short stories.
We use documentary materials as the point of departure to our experimental treatise into the
worlds of words.
Language: Finnish
Visitors: TBA

3WS: On Circulation a.k.a Rubbish
3 ECTS
DOM-E3042
Spring period 3 : weeks 5-7 : 27.1–14.2.2020
Teachers: Heli Rekula & Markus Ahonen
The 3 weeks hands-on workshop takes the materiality of photographic art production
under scrutiny. The work period aims to inspire experimental ways of making,
to emphasize process and production as a tool and to grow understanding about the actuality of an art object.
This workshop seeks to call forth discussions about ecological issues of art making, recycling of materials and ideas and the
prospects for economical art production.
The hands-on work period include Print Lab's Mixed Media workshop by Markus Ahonen, and it ends with a collective
presentation, an exhibition event that is open to all.

1WS: Fine Art Printing
2 ECTS
DOM-E3042
Spring period 3: intensive week 8
17.2–21.2.2020
Teacher: Jarkko Sopanen, Printlab / Responsible Teacher: Heli Rekula
Learning Outcomes: The purpose of this course is to familiarize students on production
of a portfolio of images with inkjet printing methods. Subject of this course is to examine
relationships of technical and artistic choices, materials, techniques and workflow
options. Aim is to produce a series of fine art quality inkjet prints.

Courses recommended for
the 1st year
Spring 2019

Period IV
6 + 1 weeks
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6WS:
Worldmaking
4 ECTS
DOM-E3042
Spring period 4 : weeks 9–14 (24.2.–3.4.2020)

Maija Savolainen: Slick Views @ The Finnish Museum
of Photography 12.6.–1.9.2019

Teacher: Maija Savolainen / Responsible Teacher: Hanna Weselius

In the 6 weeks theoretical and hands-on workshop, we examine photography as a critical and
sustainable world-making practice and a a futuristic collective force in the era of the eco-eco-ego
crisis, where the one-eyed author-hero is dead.
What kind of art would take us towards the kinds of worlds we would like to live in? Can working in
the creative fields be economically and ecologically succesful? What is success?
The workshop ends in an exhibition.

6WS:
Moving Images
6 ECTS
DOM-E3042
Spring period 4 : weeks 9–14 (24.2.–3.4.2020)
Teacher: Santeri Tuori
Responsible Teacher: Niko Luoma

Maija Savolainen: Slick Views @ The Finnish Museum
of Photography 12.6.–1.9.2019
Santeri Tuori, Karlotta, 2003

Moving images –workshop is a hands-on course with the aim of producing and discussing new works made
during the workshop.
The workshop focuses on moving images from the point of view of visual arts.. e.g. the traditions of
performance, sculpture, conceptual art, photography etc. For example the materiality of a work or it´s
relation to space and time might be at the core of the work. A practical sound clinic is included in the
workshop where participants have the possibility to get help with their own project.
The participants are expected to know how to use basic video editing tools. However, there will also be a
video clinic for the participants during the course, so that they can get some help in practical editing.

Tutkimustaidot (Research Skills)
5 ECTS, compulsory course
DOM-E0005
Teacher: Hanna Weselius

(International students: Lily Diaz or Masood Masoodian)

Spring period 4: weeks 9–14

(International students: Autumn period 2 or Spring period 3)

26.2.–1.4.2020

(International students: see dates in Oodi)

5 ECTS consist of
1 ECTS: Information retrieval course, arranged by Learning Centre (in Finnish or in English)
3 ECTS: Lectures & assignments (International students -> Lily's or Masood's lectures)
1 ECTS: Book essay
(International students may do this part with Hanna Weselius)
Course content: Introduction to qualitative research with focus on photography research
Course books: Rose, Visual Methodologies. Hannula, Suoranta, Vadén, Artistic Research
Methodology. Narrative, Power, and the Public. Seppä, Kuvien tulkinta.

1WS: Criticism as a Positive Tool
2 ECTS
DOM-E3042
Spring period 4
06.04.2019 -09.04.2020
Teacher: Timothy Persons
-

This course is designed to help the students learn how to share ideas, research and use critical feedback in a
objective manner.

-

This exercise is designed to build self confidence and a broader range of references to thinking
outside the box.

-

The course comprises individual and group meetings under the guidance of the teacher.

Courses recommended for
the 1st year
Spring 2019

Period V
6 + 1 weeks
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Berlin workshop
3 ECTS
DOM-E3042
Spring period 5: weeks 22-23
28.4.-4.5.2020
Teacher: Niko Luoma

One week excursion to Berlin´s museums, collections and galleries.
Berlin Gallery Weekend 1-3.5.2020
50 participating galleries
Private collections and Museums
Talks and meetings
Collective inspiring goodtimes

3WS: Performativity as
a Photographic Power
3 ECTS
DOM-E3042
Spring period 5: weeks 19-21
4.5.-22.5.2020
Teacher: Marjaana Kella
In the workshop we delve into performativity as a concept and try out performative working
methods. First, we are looking for an answer to the question "what is performativity?”. Second, we
apply performative methods in practice. Third, we discuss the interpretations and the works that
have come to the fore during the workshop.

Performativity, which is deeply intertwined with photography, is also a key to many contemporary
artworks that do not literally include photographs. In this respect "all contemporary art is
photographic".
Objectives: After the course the student understands the possibilities of performative methods and
is able to fully apply these methods in her/his work.

1WS: Artistic Portfolio
2 ECTS
DOM-E3042
Spring period 5
25.05.2019 -31.05.2020
Teacher: Timothy Persons
-

The aim of the course is to familiarize the students with practices related to international exhibition and
portfolio review activities.

-

This course focuses on how to present each other’s portfolios from several different positions.

-

The course comprises individual and group meetings under the guidance of the teacher.

Additional activities

See you there!
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On Photography
On Photography – open lecture series invites topical and contemporary
doers, thinkers, researchers and artists to present and discuss their work
in relation to photography.

The On Photography – artist talks and lectures are incorporated in the
course schedule and content of the Artistic Work Seminar and the
Master’s Thesis Seminar.
The lectures operate as joint events for both seminars’ students. The talks
are open to all university students and faculty, and also to the public.

Documentary Projects Club
DOM-E-verywhere
All periods, ANY time (approx. 4–5 meetings per academic year)
Hanna Weselius and visitors

In the Club, we work on students' documentary projects,
CO-EDIT them and discuss current goings-on in the field from both
theoretical and practical points of view. ANYONE interested can
join the club and suggest presentations and visits/visitors. The
schedule is open.
ECTS: project POINTS!

On what courses should you be
enrolled in now?
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

DOM-E0004 Understanding Media, Art and Design
DOM-E3039 Theory of Photography and History of Contemporary
photography
DOM-E3038 Artistic Work Seminar
We recommend: either
• DOM-E3042Documentary Projects or
• DOM-E3042 Experimental studio
Valinnainen: ARTS-A0612 Nykytaiteen historia
Elective: DOM-E3030 Clinics: Flash (Can be included with
documentary projects)
For intensive week we recommend DOM-E3042 Island workshop
5.9.2019
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Working permit to Photography studio
Complete online training in MyCourses:
https://mycourses.aalto.fi/course/view.php?id=19454
After that visit to Photography studio
Wed 11.9. at 14:00 Finnish
Wed 12.9. at 15:00 English
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Susanna Koistinen, Study Coordinator
Väre M311
p. +35850 4333 865
susanna.koistinen@aalto.fi
Book a time from into!
PS. In urgent questions call or text!

For the first seminar meeting on
Thursday, September 12:
Please prepare a 10 minute presentation
on yourself and on your works and
interests. Max 10 slides.
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